PUSH Foreclosure Submission System
What is PUSH?
PUSH is a web-based solution designed by GTS to enable subscribed law firms to submit
foreclosure data and documentation to Public Trustees in counties subscribed to GTSData.

How Does PUSH Work?
PUSH is relatively simple. PUSH takes pertinent foreclosure information and documentation law
firms and stores it in such a way that the appropriate Public Trustee can find it by using another
GTS solution, Ready Queue.
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How Is PUSH Used?
Law firm users log into PUSH just like they
would for any secure web site. After logging
in the user fills out a series of web-based
forms with relevant foreclosure information.
The user also selects scanned documents
(in TIF format) for uploading to a file server.
Upon completion PUSH inserts all relevant
form-entered foreclosure data into a
relational database, uploads selected
scanned documents to a file server, and
then notifies the appropriate Public trustee
of the submitted foreclosure. The Public
Trustee then uses GTS’ Ready Queue web
application to retrieve, review and begin
processing the submitted foreclosure.

Who Is Push For?
PUSH was conceived as a low-cost, efficient foreclosure submission system for law firms that
wish to use eForclosure as a part of their practice but don’t want a desktop or custom solution.
PUSH is ideal for firms that do foreclosures but not in high volume.

What Is The Benefit of Using PUSH?
Ease of Use
PUSH is incredibly easy to use.
Cost Effective
The cost of using PUSH for eForeclosure is very inexpensive.
Always Available
PUSH does not sleep or take days off. It’s available for use 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, all
year.
Time Savings
Probably the greatest benefit in using the PUSH foreclosure submission system is in time
savings. No more having to rely on couriers to transport foreclosure submissions. Submissions
can reach the appropriate Public Trustee’s office in a matter of seconds. Equally, the time
required to deliver communications from the Public Trustee’s office to the submitting law firm is
also reduced to seconds.

How Do I Get Access To PUSH?
Contact GTS.
303.351.0300
info@gov-soft.com

